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Our director Ahmed Khan recently shared a humorous anecdote about his bout with depression and
how the digital high of Baaghi 3 made him feel miserable. And when he tried to commit suicide by

jumping from the balcony of his apartment, he failed miserably. He made a comeback with his next
big release Heropanti. Prolific filmmaker Anurag Kashyap has shared his thoughts on why certain
films take time to make. While Pahlaj Nihalani promised a dedicated team and enough budget to
deliver Baaghi 3, Kashyap believes that these things take time to materialise. Prabhas showed a

golden image on the screen with a full fledged Punjabi background and said that it was the golden
image of man's arrogance. This was given by a Punjabi and we were watching the movie in Bengali

which is the mother of all languages. We wanted to show the cultural diversity, film should be
culturally diverse. This is the beauty of India, he said. Telugu actress Nayanthara has been

impressively working in the film industry for a decade and half. From the actress' debut movie
'Rajadhi Raja', the Tanu Weds Manu franchise has been launched by Red Chillies Entertainment. Now

she has released her maiden Kannada movie, 'Vishwaroopam' in 2017. Her Telugu movie ''Mettil''
with Kamal Haasan was a major success and her upcoming Tamil movie is as exciting as her

previous hit movies! Look out for the Telugu movie, 'Maanasa' with Kamal Haasan soon.
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